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Response to Email Query No.21 Raised: 3rd February 2016

Query Details:

We are having a bit of a debate here about how many analysis points to give normal wall
plaster from domestic properties. This plaster in not decorative in any way, just normal bog
standard plaster. It has a huge bearing because we are being pushed by a contractor to sample
walls even plasterboard and we are taking on average 10 a property.

Your opinion would be much appreciated.

Feedback:

The concern was sent out to all organisations on the circulation list for all Norac groups. Details have
been collated from those who responded. In addition the query was also circulated to HSL for an HSE
view.

LIST of Comments received from Members with regards to this query. Each comment has come from a
different laboratory.

1. I’d have thought it would be a 1. The material is soft, easily broken down, doesn’t really require
any treatment and if it did contain asbestos (which it normally would not), then it should be
easily separated from the matrix.

2. This is a can of worms. My understanding is that the surveyor would take samples of known
acms and materials which appear fibrous. I have come across amosite in plaster skim, not
textured coating. But this was only sampled as when visually checked it contained fibre. I would
not sample plaster and certainly not plasterboard as a rule but it should be checked as part of
the survey to verify the material as fibre free. Having stated that even if there was fibre an
experienced surveyor would be able to differentiate between acm fibre and non acm fibre
based on the morphology. Yes, I can see why this would be a problem, this seems to be more of
a business client management education problem than an actual technical problem. Personally I
would stop the job and arrange a meeting.

3. When we are analysing a plaster sample, we always score it as a 2 point material. Maybe the
contractor suspects skimmed over TC?

4. We usually go with 1 point for non-decorative plaster samples.

5. If asbestos has been identified in plaster it would be a non-homogenous material . The asbestos
would be low content hand mixed with other gypsum materials etc. similar to artex so don't see
why it would be scored any different. We've had plaster come back several times in the past 5
years or so. It contained anthophyllite in Scotland and was found as it was located as a skim to
the wall behind artex , the lab said there was something odd about it so we returned and
resampled a lot of the different plasters on site.

We've had it found to just beams in a Primark store historically. We've had it come back to
industrial substation ceilings, it had been ignored until the builders asked us to sample it just in
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case! We’re finding it in wall tile adhesive a lot at the moment as it’s a client request .

Finally I know of a case where a consultancy were sued by their client for a huge sum of monies
for remediation as a result for missing a type of plaster to columns and walls in an early 1900s
build were tremolite was found, it was an odd looking plaster but still plaster. It was used to
cover electrical wiring and cabling in the walls and columns. With regards to domestic properties
the wall tiles adhesive yes but the argument there is what material is it. It's classed as a cement
powder if you buy it now, but looks like plaster. Made the same way. I've looked long and
hard about it being used in wall tile adhesive to not much avail.

Someone told me the reason is the contractors were often doing the text coat work as well so
asbestos was thrown in the adhesive but I don't know how reliable that is. I've seen some
presentation slide with pictures of common types of asbestos products in Finland I’ll send it on,
in there it has all the things most surveyors would ignore . Wall tile adhesive, render on the
outside of buildings etc. We’re having this debate internally at the moment .

I may add I'm auditing a surveyor right now and on this contract all walls must be sampled if it
has a plaster skim as t/c could be behind or residues at least .

I reinspected a flat in Dec last year and all the walls were plaster and report reported all the
walls as containing text coat with chrysotile !! There was in fact Text coat behind the plaster
skim and you honestly couldn't tell , not even when composite samples were taken , so it
opened my eyes , I was originally like the client is going too far , there is method to the
madness.

We're up to 17 samples for a 2 bed flat !

6. I would recommend some basic training in building products, i.e. In an asbestos awareness
presentation, this would benefit the client both financially and improve competence. These
materials shouldn't need sampling.

7. In response to the plaster query - a few years ago I worked on a housing refurb project where
the client insisted on sampling every wall and ceiling whatever the material, obviously in some
cases additional wall and ceiling sample would be needed where materials change. The
minimum number of samples per property was around 40. This was done because the
contractor had been caught out on a previous project working on plaster. Out of several
thousand wet applied plaster samples taken, a miniscule number of plaster samples came back
as containing chrysotile and one even came back containing amosite.

I would be interested to hear how many IBs routinely sample plaster, and does this depend on
whether it is a moulded product or hand applied. I know that many surveyors never sample
hand applied plaster or moulded products. Obviously anonymised replies would produce greater
honesty on the above.

8. We give plaster and plasterboard 1 point. Textured Coating and Debris would be 2.

9. Has the contractor received asbestos awareness training and visited a laboratory to see for
themselves what asbestos looks like macroscopically in ACMs compared to typical plaster and
plasterboard? Perhaps if the contractor has the opportunity to expand their understanding of
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asbestos containing products they will be reassured that a professional surveyor will sample
only suspect materials to confirm or refute their onsite observation.

10. I would be inclined to advise the contractor in writing that sampling of these products was
unnecessary, due to trained and competent Analysts being able to make a judgement that the
materials were consistent with non-asbestos products. See HSG264 Asbestos: The survey guide,
page 4, section 99.

I guess the wider consideration is whether you want to work for an over-zealous contractor and
whether you should have a discussion with the client about excessive sampling regimes being
prescribed by the contractor.

11. It makes sense to me for the Surveyor to use his experience, knowledge and discretion when
sampling plaster. Just to give you an over the top example – in my previous company a surveyor
took 175 samples of plasterboard in a single building – not sure if it was at the request of a
contractor, but needless to say the client was not impressed, most of it could have been
referenced without having to take so many samples, which had a marked increase on the cost of
the survey. Often the client is not up to speed with what is required/ acceptable and one would
be well advised to clarify this with the client to avoid potential issues.

Response from HSL

12. I would say that the problem stems from the survey, as excessive numbers of similar or identical
samples seem to be taken. The Survey Guide allows surveyors to use professional judgement
whether or not to take a sample and then to make presumptions about visually similar
materials. Changing the score allocated to these samples during analysis is not addressing the
root cause of the problem.

The draft Analyst Guide (latest amended version) now includes ND samples in the "2 points"
column so in future HSE guidance would not allow allocation of 1 point in this situation.

Summary:

This query as with previous ones has prompted a good level of response. The replies seem to be
split between those who would assign one point and also those who would assign two points.
There is also some evidence provided of plaster having been found with asbestos within it but
that does not appear to be the norm but is more likely to be the opposite. Out of all the replies I
think the biggest/repeated comment is with regards to the actual survey and sampling.
Although the surveyor has been directed by the contractor to sample everything it is not known
whether this is because the contractor has been caught out before or whether it is a lack of
understanding on the requirements for the identification of ACMs before commencing work. As
has been suggested by many it may well be more appropriate to try and tackle this issue by
explaining the survey process and that the ‘professional’ and ‘competent’ surveyor should be
allowed to make a judgement on those materials which he believes may be ACMs and which he
believes he should sample. This would help to reduce the unnecessary over sampling.

If after all that (and maybe for reasons we are not aware of) the surveyor still has to take these
excessive numbers of samples, the HSL comment has clarified that the Analyst Guide will expect
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non-asbestos items to be scored as two. This then takes away the split view which has been
apparent from the replies received.

In short to try and reduce the cost burden for the client and the excessive sampling/analysis of
non-asbestos materials the best way forward is likely to be to try and educate the contractor
and also the client before they become frustrated with the escalating costs.

Colette Willoughby
25th February 2016


